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Legendary fashion photographer David LaChapelle attended the New York 
City debut of his latest series of work, "American Jesus," featuring this image of 
Michael Jackson (left).

Also on display at the Paul Kasmin Gallery is LaChapelle's recent large-scale Also on display at the Paul Kasmin Gallery is LaChapelle's recent large-scale 
work, "The Rape of Africa," featuring supermodel Naomi Campbell, a long-time 
muse of the artist.

Although LaChapelle has worked with the Jackson family many times over the 
years, the "American Jesus" series was conceived after the singer's death and 
executed with the use of a look-alike. 

"The first time I ever worked with the Jacksons was in the '80s, to do a single"The first time I ever worked with the Jacksons was in the '80s, to do a single-
cover for Janet's 'Let's Wait Awhile,'" LaChapelle tells StyleList. 

"Then when I worked on the millennium-issue cover of Rolling Stone, it was a 
fold-out cover with a lot of people wearing masks and a Michael Jackson imita-
tor in the center. That's when Michael realized I was a friend and not a foe."

The photographer relied on extensive digital manipulation of the images to 
create an uncanny likeness of Jackson in a series of poses inspired by Chris-
tian imagery.
His Naomi Campbell work was inspired by Botticelli's painting "The Rape of 
Europa," and reflects the degradation of Africa.

"I've traveled in Africa over the years, spent some time there, and it's heart-
breaking to see what's happening," LaChapelle said. "Botticeli was inspired [to 
use as a model] in his painting a woman he was in love with, and for me I went 
from there to Naomi Campbell to represent Africa."

The lensman was swarmed at the gallery opening by a downtown crowd of drag 
queens in polka-dot wigs and youthful art students sporting asymmetrical 
haircuts. 

LaChapelle was wearing a white trucker hat and white vintage loafers with a 
white African-looking shirt-dress, and StyleList asked him where he found the 
distinctive outfit.

"Oh, just in my closet," he said, as he signed a poster for a 7-foot-tall man in 
high heels.

In other art-world news, check out the Keds, Whitney Museum, Bloomingdale's 
collaboration.


